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1. INTRODUCTION 
As is well known, Riemann integrability in Euclidean space is charac- 
terized by continuity almost everywhere, with respect o Lebesgue measure. 
The main purpose of this paper is to generalize this classical theorem to 
Stieltjes integrals in Euclidean space. This paper is the sequel to an earlier 
paper [2], which dealt with characterizations of Riemann-Stieltjes 
integrability on the real line. 
Let us first briefly review the results of the previous paper [Z]. The 
above-mentioned classical theorem shows that with the Riemann integral, 
the (bounded) function to be integrated may be discontinuous at any point 
in the domain of integration, as long as the Lebesgue measure of the set of 
all points of discontinuity does not exceed zero. With the usual definitions 
of the Riemann-Stieltjes integral on the real line, the situation is different: if 
the integrator function has discontinuities, i.e., if there are points of non- 
zero Lebesgue-Stieltjes measure, then the integrand has to satisfy certain 
continuity conditions at these particular points (see [2, Theorems B and 
Cl). 
These problems of simultaneous discontinuity do not appear when one 
uses either the definition of the Riemann-Stieltjes integral given by Ross 
[3], or the definition given in [2, Sect. 61. The latter definition is stated in 
terms of a “premeasure, ” i.e., a certain restriction of a Lebesgue-Stieltjes 
measure on the real line. For these definitions, Riemann-Stieltjes 
integrability is equivalent to “continuity p-almost everywhere on the set of 
points of p-measure zero,” where p is the associated Lebesgue-Stieltjes 
measure (see [2, Theorems D and E] ). 
The definition of the Riemann-Stieltjes integral proposed in the previous 
paper [2] can also be applied to situations other than the real line. In this 
paper, the extension to n-dimensional Euclidean space (Rn) will be treated. 
In Section 2, a premeasure will be defined for [w”. In terms of this 
premeasure, the definition of the Riemann-Stieltjes integral given in [2] 
can be applied to [w”. 
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With the Riemann integral, nothing particular happens when one goes 
from the real line to l&Y’: Riemann integrability is characterized for all n by 
continuity almost everywhere. This is retained as a special case with the 
present definition of the Riemann-Stieltjes integral. This Riemann-Stieltjes 
integral in general, however, behaves differently when one goes to higher 
dimensions. The condition “continuity p-almost everywhere on the set of 
points of p-measure zero,” which by [2, Theorem E] is necessary and suf- 
ficient for Riemann-Stieltjes integrability in this sense on the real line, turns 
out to be sufficient but in general not necessary for Riemann-Stieltjes 
integrability in [w”. Another condition, “continuity in (at least) one variable 
separately p-almost everywhere on the set of points of p-measure zero,” 
turns out to be necessary but not sufficient for Riemann-Stieltjes 
integrability in [w”. 
Several definitions have to be introduced in order to state continuity 
conditions that are necessary and sufficient for RiemannStieltjes 
integrability in [w”, in the sense proposed here. Briefly, a bounded real 
function is Riemann-Stieltjes integrable on a bounded interval in IL!” if and 
only if this function and all its “atom sections” are continuous almost 
everywhere on the set of points of measure “completely zero.” This will be 
proved, and definitions will be given, in Section 3, Theorem 4. 
In addition to a study of the continuity conditions imposed on the 
integrand, this paper treats Fubini’s theorem for Riemann-Stieltjes 
integrals in Euclidean space. A direct generalization of a familiar version of 
Fubini’s theorem for Riemann integrals (see, e.g., [S, p. 593) is stated in 
Section 2, Theorem 1. Fubini’s theorem for Riemann-Stieltjes integrals is 
proved in a more general form in Section 4, Theorem 5. This is another 
application of some of the definitions also needed for the characterization 
of Riemann-Stieltjes integrability in Iw” given in Section 3. 
2. PREMEASURES AND RIEMANN-STIELTJES INTEGRALS IN Iw" 
For Iw”, finitely additive measures (premeasures) are often defined via 
distribution functions (cf. [l, Sect. 1.41). Instead of this method, we con- 
struct a premeasure p on [w”, starting from a sequence a = (a, ,..., a,), con- 
sisting of n monotonically increasing functions ai: [w -+ lR. By Eqs. ( 1) and 
(2) in [Z], the functions C(~ define premeasures pL, on the real line. For a 
bounded interval A in iw”, defined as a Cartesian product A = n:= i Ai of 
(not necessarily closed) bounded intervals A i c K!, the value of p will be 
defined by 
PtA)= fi PiCAI). (1) 
,=I 
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As on the real line, an elementary set in [w” is defined as a finite union of 
bounded intervals. The class of elementary sets in [w”, denoted by &, forms 
a ring of sets. The premeasure p is defined on all of 8 by Eq. (2) in [2]. It 
is not difficult to show that p is well defined, i.e., that different decom- 
positions of an elementary set A into pairwise disjoint bounded intervals 
yield the same value of p(A). Furthermore, the premeasure p is finitely 
additive, as well as regular (see [2, Sect. 21 for the definition). By a general 
extension theorem for 1w” (see Rudin [4, Chap. 1 l]), the premeasure ~1 thus 
defined can be extended to a (complete) Lebesgue-Stieltjes measure p, 
defined on a a-algebra that contains the Bore1 sets in iw”. (It will always be 
clear from the context whether ,D stands for a premeasure or for a measure.) 
Using such a premeasure on I??“, the definition of the Riemann-Stieltjes 
integral proposed in the previous paper [2, Sect. 61 can be applied to [w”. 
This definition will not be repeated here. We shall again write f E .@(a) on 
A if the bounded real function ,f is, in this sense, Riemann-Stieltjes 
integrable on the elementary set A in [w”, with respect to the sequence of 
monotonic functions a = (a I ,..., ~1,). This integral will be denoted by j,f’da, 
and the associated LebesgueeStieltjes integral by jA,f&. 
In calculations of Riemann-Stieltjes integrals in Iw”, it is often convenient 
to use some version of Fubini’s theorem. Here is one version. 
THEOREM 1. Let A c 172” and Bc Iw”’ he bounded intervals, and let the 
bounded ,function ,f: A x B + [w be RiemannStieltjes integrable with respect 
to a = (a,, z,), where c(, and c(~ are sequences of n and m monotonically 
increasing functions [w -+ [w, respectively. For x E A arbitrary, let the function 
fx : B + [w be defined by f;(y) =f (x, y). Then the upper and lower integrals 
~B.L~G and ~sfy da,, considered as functions on A, are Riemann-Stieltjes 
integrable with respect to c(, on A, and jA x B f dcl = l4 (j,fx dclh) dcc, = 
jA(isfx da,,) dcl,. Similarly, fgr the functions f,: A -+ iw (y E B) defined by 
f,.(~)=f(x,~L 14xBfdil=SB(SA~~dt(rr)dah=SR(SA~~d~rr)d~h. 
Proof For the present definition of the Riemann-Stieltjes integral, 
Fubini’s theorem will be proved in a more general form in Section 4, 
Theorem 5. u 
The rest of this section deals with some simpler extensions of the main 
theorem of the previous paper [2, Theorem E] to [w”. The full 
generalization of this theorem to [w” will be given in Section 3. Recall that 
[2, Theorem E] asserts, for n = 1, that the present definition of the 
Riemann-Stieltjes integral is a special case of the associated 
Lebesgue-Stieltjes integral, that is, f E G!(a) on A impliesfe Y(p) on A and 
S,J-&=~Afda. Th eorem E tells furthermore precisely how special: for a 
bounded function f, f E .&?(a) on the elementary set A c [w if and only iffis 
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continuous a.e. [p] on the set Z,(A), i.e., the set of points of p-measure 
zero: 
Z,(A)= {=IPL({x})=q (2) 
A large part of the proof of [2, Theorem E] can be applied, virtually 
without changes, to the n-dimensional Riemann-Stieltjes integral. In par- 
ticular, this integral is again a special case of the associated 
Lebesgue-Stieltjes integral, and furthermore we have the following result. 
THEOREM 2. Let A he an elementary set in R”, and suppose that the 
function f: A -+ R is bounded. If f is continuous a.e. [LL] on Z,(A), then 
fcBt(a) on A. 
Proof. Similar to the proof for n = 1, described in [2]. 1 
When n = 1, the converse of Theorem 2 also holds. In the proof of this 
converse implication, the countability of a certain set Z, c A was used (see 
[2, Sect. 7, Step 73). In Iw”, however, the corresponding set Zz is in general 
uncountable. It is nevertheless possible to modify the proof for n = 1 in a 
quite simple way, so as to give a correct result for R”. We record this as 
follows. 
THEOREM 3. If fe &T(a) on the elementary set A c R”, then f is con- 
tinuous in (at least) one of its variables separately a.e. [p] on Z,(A). 
Proox In this proof, equation numbers refer to the previous paper [a]. 
It is assumed that the reader is familiar with the proof of Theorem E in 
PI. 
In addition to the assumptions [2, (34)(37)], concerning the sequence 
of finite partitions Pk = {B, ,..., B,} of A, it will be assumed that the sets Bj 
used for the partitions P, are (nonempty) bounded intervals, i.e., 
B, = n;=, Bji, where the sets B,, are bounded intervals c Iw. With each par- 
tition P, will be associated the finite set Ck, containing the “corners” of the 
sets B,: 
C,= 0 {xe Bj )Vi= l,..., n: xi$Int(B,,)}, (3) 
;= I 
where Int(B,,) denotes the interior of the set Bji, and where the coordinates 
of a vector x in IR” with respect to the standard basis are denoted by xi. 
If x E A, U(x) = L(x), and x $ uF= I Ck, then f‘ is continuous in at least 
one of its variables separately at x. To prove this, suppose that f’is discon- 
tinuous in all its variables separately at x. For an arbitrary partition P,, 
there exist j and i such that x E B, and xi E Int( B,;). Since f is not continuous 
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in the ith variable at x, there exists an E > 0 and a sequence y, E A such 
that for all m, y,, =x,, whenever i’ # i, IY,-xl <l/m and 
If(y,)-f(x)] 3s. Since x;~Int(B,~), there is an me N such that ymi~ B,i, 
hence yrn E Bj. Therefore, 
U,(x) - Lk(x) = M, - mi =;t%, Ifb) -f(z) I 2 Ifb,) -f(x) I 3 e. J 
Hence U(x) - L(x) > E, and this contradicts U(x) = L(x). 
It follows that if f is discontinuous in all its variables separately at 
x E Z,(A), then x E Z, u Z,, where 




fi Ck . 
k=l 
Suppose now that fe.%Y(a) on A. By [2, (29)], U(x) = L(x) a.e. [p] on A, 
so that p(Z,) = 0. Since the sets C, are finite, the set Z, is a countable sub- 
set of Z,(A), hence p(Z,)=O. This shows that f is continuous in (at least) 
one of its variables separately a.e. [p] on Z,(A). t 
It turns out that the converses of Theorems 2 and 3 are not true. This is 
shown by the following simple examples. 
EXAMPLE 1. A Riemann-Stieltjes integrable function that is not con- 
tinuous a.e. [,u] on Z,(A). Let A be the closed unit square in Iw’, i.e., 
A = Z x Z (I= [0, 11). Let the premeasure p be defined in terms of the pair 
of monotonic functions a = (a,, a,), where 
al(x) =x 
cQ(x) = x + ;H(x - f) 
for all x E Iw. H is the Heaviside function: H(x) = 1 for x 2 0 and H(x) = 0 
for x < 0. Note that Z,(A) = A. Define the function f on A by 
fk v) = 0 (x E 4 y E co, t,, 
f(x, Y) = 1 (xEz,yE c;, 11). 
It is easily seen that fe %!(a) on A. (The value of the integral is J,,, f da = 1.) 
The set of points of discontinuity off is Ix (i}, and ~(ZX (t}) = 4 > 0. 
This shows that the converse of Theorem 2 does not hold. In other 
words, the condition “continuity a.e. [p] on Z,(A)” is too narrow to give 
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the proper generalization of Theorem E in [2] to n dimensions. Inciden- 
tally, the same example shows that the weaker condition “continuity in 
each variable separately 1a.e. [p] on Z&A )” is not a suitable candidate for 
the generalization of Theorem E to Iw” either. 
EXAMPLE 2. A bounded function that is continuous in (at least) 
one of its variables separately a.e. [p] on Z,,(A), and which is not 
Riemann-Stieltjes integrable on A. Let A again be the closed unit square in 
Iw’, and let p be the same premeasure as in Example 1. Define the function 
g:A+R by 
g(x, Y) = 0 (XELYE CO,i)u($, 11) 
g(x, t, = 1 (XEznQ) 
g(x, t, = 0 (XEZ-Q)), 
where Q is the set of rational numbers. The set of points at which g is dis- 
continuous in all its variables separately is { (x, $)I x E In Q }, i.e., a coun- 
table set of points of p-measure zero. Hence g is continuous in one of its 
variables separately a.e. [p] on Z,(A) = A. If it is assumed that g is 
Riemann-Stieltjes integrable with respect o CI on A, then Fubini’s theorem 
(Theorem 1) sho_ws several ways of calculating iA g dor. It can easily be 
verified that l,({lgl &,) dcc, = 4, whereas j,(j, g,, dcc,) dcr, = 0, and the 
inequality of these integrals shows that g-is not Riemann-Stieltjes 
integrable on A. 
The condition “continuity in one variable separately a.e. [CL] on Z,(A),” 
which is necessary by Theorem 3, is therefore not sufftcient for 
Riemann-Stieltjes integrability in W. 
3. THE CLASS OF RIEMANN-STIELTJES INTEGRABLE FUNCTIONS IN Iw” 
In this section we shall characterize, for W, the class of Riemann-Stielt- 
jes integrable functions as a subset of the class of Lebesgue-Stieltjes 
integrable functions. The examples given in the previous section show that 
Theorem E of the previous paper [2] cannot be generalized in a 
straightforward way to II%“. In order to state the generalization of 
Theorem E to IF!” (see Theorem 4 below), some additional definitions will 
be needed. 
Define a set of index sets, 
-a,= {I= Ii,,..., i,}(ldk<n;i,<i,wheneverj<m;ZcCl,...,n}). (5) 
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For an arbitrary index set I in Xnn, the complement Z’ = {I,..., n} -I will 
also be assumed to be an index set in Xn. Note that the set Yj is empty 
when n= 1. 
In the definitions that follow, let n > 1 and let I= {i,,..., ik} be an 
arbitrary but fixed index set in &; instead of I we may also take Z’. 
With a point x = (x, ,..., x,) in R” will be associated a point x, in Rk, 
defined by 
x/ = (x,, ,..‘1 Xi,). (6) 
Associate with an interval A = nr= 1 Ai in R”, i.e., a Cartesian product of 
intervals Ai c R, an interval A, in Rk, defined by 
A,=n A; (7) 
Given an interval A in R”, a functionf: A + R’ and a point X,E A,, define 
a section off, i.e., the function 
f,,: A,, + LQ f&r) =f(x) (x~EA,.). (8) 
That is, f,, is the function f with constant values x,, ,..., xi, for the variables . I, )...) Ik. 
Let t( = (a, ,..., c(,) be a sequence of monotonically increasing functions 
(cli: R’ -+ R), and let pLi and /J be the premeasures associated with cl; and c(, 
respectively (cf. Sect. 2). With c( will be associated the sequence of 
monotonic functions 
a/ = Cal, >‘..) aik), (9) 
and with p will be associated a premeasure p, on R“, defined in such a way 
that for all bounded intervals A = n:=, Ai in KY, 
Note that the premeasure p, can be obtained directly from the sequence of 
monotonic functions a, defined by (9). The premeasure p, on Rk can also 
be extended to a measure Jo, on Rk (cf. Sect. 2). 
In the following definitions, let A = n;=, Aj be an arbitrary but fixed 
interval in R”. With the intervals A and A,, subsets containing the points of 
measure zero will be associated: 
Z,(A)={x~A~p({x})=0}={x~A~3i=l,...,n:pi({xi})=0} (11) 
Z,,(A,)= {xI”A, I~,({x,>)=o). (12) 
409111411-5 
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Note that the complements of these sets in A and A, respectively can be 
written as Cartesian products: 
Z,(A 1’ = ii Z,‘,(Ai)’ and Z,,,(A 1)’ = n z,,p !)‘> (13) 
,=I IEl 
where Z,(A,) = A,- Z,,(Ai). Since the sets of points of discontinuity of the 
monotonic functions cli are at most countable, the same is true for the sets 
Z,(Ai)‘. By (13) it follows that the sets Z,(A)’ and ZJA,)’ are also at 
most countable. 
We shall say that the p-measure of (the singleton of) the point x E R” is 
completely zero if pj( { x,} ) = 0 for all i = l,..., n. The following sets of points 
of measure completely zero will be needed: 
Z;(A)={xEA~v’i=1,...,n:/L,({x;})=0} (14) 
Zj;,(A,)= {X,EA, pAEI:p;({X,})=O}. (15) 
These sets can also be written as Cartesian products, 
‘LCA)= fi Zp,(Ai) and z;,u 1) = n qL,(4). (16) 
,=I IEI 
Clearly, sets of points of measure completely zero are subsets of the 
corresponding sets of points of measure zero: Z;;(A) c Z,(A) and 
Z;,(A [) c ZJA,). Definition ( 14) also makes sense if n = 1, and then 
obviously Zb( A ) = Z,,( A ). 
Using these definitions, the generalization of [Z, Theorem E] to R” can 
be stated as follows. After the formal statement of the theorem, a more ver- 
bal description of the second part of the theorem will be given. 
THEOREM 4. Let Q = (a, ,..., CC,,) he a sequence qf monotonically increasing 
functions (cci: [w + [w), which induces the measure p on [w”, and let 
A = fly=, Ai be a bounded interval in W. 
1. Iffy %‘(a) on A, then fE P’(p) on A and IA fdp = lA fdol. 
2. Suppose f is bounded on A. Then ,f E B?(U) on A if and only if f is 
continuous a.e. [p] on Z;(A), and if, for all index sets I E 9, and for ail 
X,E ZP,(A,)‘, the function f,, is continuous a.e. [pr] on Z;,.(Ar). 
The functions fX, that appear in this theorem might be called atom sec- 
tions off: That is, sectionsf,, off such that (x,} is an atom of the measure 
p,, i.e., such that p,( ix,)) > 0. The second part of Theorem 4 can then be 
expressed as follows. A bounded real function is Riemann-Stieltjes integrable 
on a bounded interval in [w” if and only lf this ,function and all its atom sec- 
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tions are continuous almost everywhere on the set of points of measure com- 
pletely zero. (For a simple example, reconsider Ex. 2, Sect. 2. In this exam- 
ple, the function g has precisely one atom section, namely the function 
x + g(x, 4) on [0, 11. This atom section is nowhere continuous. Hence 
Theorem 4 shows that g is not Riemann-Stieltjes integrable, although the 
function g itself is continuous everywhere on the set of points of measure 
completely zero.) 
Two special cases of the characterization given in Theorem 4 can be 
deduced in a simple way. If each component cq of GI is continuous, i.e., if 
Z,,(A,)=A; for all i=l,..., n, then this characterization reduces to the 
familiar condition ‘tf is continuous p-almost everywhere.” Furthermore, if 
n= 1, then Zf;(A)=Z,(A), and the set & is empty, so that the charac- 
terization given in Theorem 4 correctly becomes ‘f is continuous a.e. [p] 
on Z,(A)” [2, Theorem E]. 
It is not difficult to verify that for an arbitrary elementary set 
A = Uy= 1 Bi, where the sets Bj are pairwise disjoint bounded intervals in 
KY, ,f~ 9(a) on A if and only if .f~9?(a) on Bj for all j= I,..., m. Hence 
Theorem 4 can also be used to characterize Riemann-Stieltjes integrability 
on arbitrary elementary sets in [w”. 
Proof of Theorem 4. The proof will be divided into four steps. In 
Steps 3 and 4, the second part of Theorem 4 will be proved. Steps 1 and 2 
provide the necessary preparation for this, as well as the proof of the first 
part of the theorem. Several parts of the proof appear in similar form in the 
previous paper [2], and the details of some of these parts will be left to the 
reader. 
It will be very convenient to use one addition to the definitions given 
before the statement of Theorem 4. Let I= {i,,..., ik} be an index set in &, 
for some n > 2. With the interval A = n:=, A, in 1w”, intervals A, and A,, 
are associated, as defined by (7). Define the reordered product of the sets 
S,c A, and S,, c A,. to be the set 
S,xS,,= {yeA/ y,ES,andy,ES,,}. (17) 
Whenever there is an I at the left and an Z’ at the right of the symbol x , 
this product is defined by (17). In particular, this notation will often be 
used in the proof of Theorem 4 when S, = {x,} for some x E A. Observe 
that all elements of the set {x,) x S,. are vectors in R” whose (standard) 
l1 ,..., i,-coordinates have the values x,, ,..., xjk, respectively. Furthermore, 
note that the reordered product of the intervals A, and A,, gives back the 
interval A: A, x A,. = A (hence the name reordered product). Moreover, if 
A is a bounded interval, and if p is a premeasure on Iw”, then (cf. (10)) 
AA) = PI@,) P,XA,.). (18) 
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Step 1. Suppose that f is a bounded real function on the bounded inter- 
_val A = n:=, A, in IX”, with upper and lower Riemann-Stieltjes integrals 
lA fdcl and IA fdcl. Th en there exists a sequence of finite partitions - 
P, = {B, ,..., 4,) 
of A, such that the following conditions hold: 
For all k, all sets Bj are nonempty bounded intervals B,= fi B,; 
diam(Bj) < l/k Vj= l,...,q Vk E N 
For all k E N, P, + 1 is a subpartition 




For all index sets ZE & and for all X,E ZJA,)‘, there 









Recall that the lower and upper Riemann-Stieltjes ums associated with the 
partitions P, are defined by 
L(f’,,f, PL)= i m,dB,) and u(f’k,f, CL)= i MjP(Bj), 
/=I ,=l 
where mj=inf{f(x)lxE B,} and M,= sup{f(x)lxE Bj}. As to the con- 
struction of a sequence of partitions satisfying (20)-(25), note that upper 
sums do not increase and lower sums do not decrease by taking subpar- 
titions (see Lemma 1 in the next section). Assumptions (23) and (24) are 
possible because of the fact that the set Z,(A)‘, and for all ZE .a, the set 
ZJA,)‘, are at most countable. 
Throughout this proof the letter k will be reserved for partition numbers, 
j for elements of P,, and i for components of product sets in W’, and for 
(standard) coordinates of vectors in IR”. For simplicity of notation it is not 
indicated explicitly that B,, Bji, mj, M,, etc., also depend on k. 
Step 2. Define the Bore1 measurable simple functions Lk and U, on A 
by 
Lk(X) = ml and U,(x) = Mj (XE Bj~ Pk). (26) 
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The Lebesgue-Stieltjes integrals of these functions over A are equal to the 
upper and lower Riemann-Stieltjes ums associated with the partitions P,: 
s -L & = L(P,,f, PI and s Uk dp = WP,,f, P). (27) A A 
Furthermore, for all x E A and for all k E N, 
m 6 L(X) 6 L + 1(x) M-x) 6 U, + ,(x1 6 U,(x) < M, (28) 
where m = inf, E A f(x) and M = SUP.~ E A f(x). Defining the p-measurable 
functions 
L(x) = iif”, Lk(x) and 
for which 
m<L(x)<f(x)6U(x)6M VXEA, (30) 
Lebesgue’s dominated convergence theorem shows that 
j L dp = /ima /A Lk dp and s Udp= lim A A 
k rnjA u/c& (31) 
BY (2% (27), and (31), 
(32) 
This proves the following equivalence, which will be used in the proof of 
the second part of Theorem 4: 
f E g(a) on Ao U(x) = L(x) a.e. [p] on A. (33) 
The first part of the theorem follows: if fe %?(a) on A then f E 2?(p) on A 
and jA fd,o = JA fda. 
Step 3. Necessity. It will first be shown that fo6%‘(ol) on A implies that 
f is continuous a.e. [p] on Z;(A). As was mentioned between Theorems 2 
and 3, there arises a certain countability problem when one tries to prove 
that f is continuous a.e. [p] on Z,(A). The set Z, defined below is in 
general still uncountable, but since the p-measure of its points is now com- 
pletely zero, it can be shown that p(Z,) = 0. 
If x E A, U(x) = L(x), and if for all partition numbers k there is a j such 
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that x~Int(B,), then S is continuous at x. (Cf. [2, Sect. 7, Step 71.) It 
follows that if f is discontinuous at x E Z;;( A ), then .Y E 2, u Z?, where 






Here, the sets N, are sets of “noninterior points” associated with the par- 
titions Pk : 
N,={x~AlVj:x$Int(B,)}. (35) 
ByfeW on A, and (33), U(x)=L( x a.e. [p] on A, hence ,u(Z,) = 0. If ) 
it is shown that p(Z2) = 0, then it follows that f is continuous a.e. [cl] on 
Z;V I 
To prove that ,u(Z,) = 0, fix a partition number k and note that the set 
N, defined by (35) can be written as 
N,= 6 {xEB, Ix$Int(B,)} = fi c {xEB~ Ixi$Int(Bji)) 
,=l /=l !=I 
= i, ij IJ (S(b,;)nB,). (36) 
J=li=l h,, 
In the last line, each bji is an endpoint of the interval Bji, and each S(b,,) is 
a “side” of the n-dimensional block B, = n:=, B, : 
W,i)= tb,;) x &,I,, (37) 
where Bjji), = n,,+, B,,. The product in (37) should be interpreted as 
follows: The formal definition of the set S(bji) is S(b,,) = ny = I SC, where 
Si = { bji} and S,. = B,;. whenever i’ # i. Hence if n = 1, then necessarily i = 1, 
and the right-hand side of (37) should be read simply as { bji}. Therefore, 
the set N, is finite if n = 1, and then it follows immediately that 
p(Z;(A) n Nk) = 0. Suppose that n > 1, and consider the intersection of a 
set S(bji) n Bj with Z;(A). By (16), applied to Bi, and (37), 
F;(A) n S(b,,) n Bj = Zp(Bj) n S(b,) 
=i,el z,,. (Bji.)n({bjiI X BjtiIs) 
= (Z, (‘,i) n {bji) 1 X n Z,,, (B/f) ,‘fi 
c (Z, (Bji) n {bji) 1X n B,F 2 
r’fr 
(38) 
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where the product x is defined as in (37). Evidently, 
PiCzp, tBjijn ibjil) =(A so that p((ZP,(Bji)n(bji})x~f+iBjr)=O. Hence 
by (38) p(Z;(A) n S(bji) n B,) = 0. Since (36) exhibits the set Nk as a finite 
union of sets S(b,,)n Bj, it follows that p(Z@(A) n Nk) =O. Hence (for n 
arbitrary) by (34), p(Zz) = 0. It is thus seen that the possibility that the set 
Z, is uncountable is “compensated” by the fact that all points of Z, have 
p-measure completely zero. 
It remains to prove that for all ZE & and for all x, E Z,, (A,)‘, f,, is con- 
tinuous a.e. [Pi] on Z:,.(A,). Choose ZE$, and x,EZ,, (A,)’ arbitrarily. 
By fe L%?(X) on A, f~ g(tl) on {x,} x A,.. Since p,( {x,}) > 0, this implies 
thatf,,E%(ur) on A,,. What has been proved above for the functionfcan 
now also be applied to J;,, showing that f,, is continuous a.e. [CL,,] on 
Zj&G). 
Step 4. Sufficiency. By (33), it suffices to prove that U(x) = L(x) a.e. 
[p] on A, given thatfis continuous a.e. [p] on Z;(A), and that f,, is con- 
tinuous a.e. [p,,] on Z;,,(A,.) for all X,E Z,,(A,)’ and for all ZE &. 
Defining the set 
z= u i.j t-4 x zfir(AA (39) 
1e.a x,t Zp,(,4,)’ 
it is clear that 
A=Z,(A)‘uZ;(A)uZ. (40) 
It can easily be shown, using (23), that U(x) = L(x) for all x E Z,(A)‘. Con- 
sider next the set F%(A). Iff is continuous at x E A, then U(x) = L(x). (Cf. 
[2, Sect. 7, Step 81.) Sincefis continuous a.e. [‘I on F;(A), it follows that 
U(x)=L(x) a.e. [p] on Z;(A). It remains only to show that U(x) =L(x) 
a.e. [p] on the set Z defined by (39). 
To this end, fix ZE Yfi and X,E Z,,(A,)’ arbitrarily. It is given that fX, is 
continuous a.e. [p,,] on Z;,,(A,). Choose a point XE {x,} x Z;,,(A,.) such 
that f,, is continuous at xI’. Then for E > 0 arbitrary, there is a KE N such 
that 
and, by (24), such that 
P, is a subpartition of {ix,} x A,,, A - ((x0 x A,.)} 
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B,,. (l/K) denotes the open ball with center at xI. and radius l/K. Choose 
for P, that j for which x E B,. By (21) x7 E B,,. c B,, (l/K). Hence for all 
k>KK: 
Uk(X) - &(X) 6 U,(x) - LAX) = ;kt If(y) -f(z)1 
(- I 
= sup If&&L,(G) G&/2<&, yr,zr E B,, 
so that U(x) = L(x). Hence U,,(X~) = L,,(x,,) a.e. [Pi] on Zl;,(A,,) or 
equivalently p,(S,.) = 0, where S,. is defined by 
If it is shown that p( (x,} x S,.) =O, then it follows that V(x) = L(x) a.e. 
[p] on {x1} x ZiI.(AII), and hence on Z, since by (39) the set Z is a coun- 
table union of sets (x1} x Z&, (A I’ ). 
To prove that p( {x1} x S,.) = 0, choose E > 0 arbitrarily. Since p,, as a 
premeasure, is regular (cf. [2, Sect. 2]), there is a bounded open interval 
E,= n,,, E, such that X,E E, and p,(E,) 6 p,( { x,} ) + E. Moreover, since 
p,(S,) = 0, there is a sequence of bounded open intervals E,,, = ni, ,, E,, 
such that 
S,C fi E,r and 
m=l 
f, ~,.(E,~)<&I(~,(~x,))+&). 
Defining a sequence of bounded open intervals in KY’ by E, = E, x Emr, it 
follows that {x,} x S,, c U,“= i E,, and by (18), applied to E,, 
Hence I} xS,.)=O. 
The proof of Theorem 4 is now complete. 1 
4. FUBINI'S THEOREM FOR RIEMANN-STIELTJES INTEGRALS 
One version of Fubini’s theorem for Riemann-Stieltjes integrals has been 
stated as Theorem 1 (see Section 2). Instead of proving Theorem 1 directly, 
it is hardly more difficult to prove a more general theorem. Using the 
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definitions given by (5)-(10) in Section 3, Fubini’s theorem for 
Riemann-Stieltjes integrals can be stated as follows, in one stroke, and 
more general than Theorem 1. 
THEOREM 5. Let A be a bounded interval in KY’ (n b 2), let tl = (a ,..., a,,) 
be a sequence of monotonically increasing functions (a,: Iw + [w), and let I be 
an arbitrary index set in &.-If f E B(a) on A, then the upper and lower 
Riemann-Stieltjes integrals lArfX, dar and jAr f,, dar, considered as 
functions on A,, are Riemann-Stieltjes integrable with respect to a, on A,, 
and 
The reordered products (17), which were used extensively in the proof of 
Theorem 4, will also be used in the proof of Theorem 5. Theorem 5 is a 
generalization of Theorem 1 because of the fact that in Theorem 5 the 
interval A is the reordered product of the intervals A, and A, : A = A, x A,.. 
A consequence of the following lemmas will be used in the proof of 
Theorem 5. The first lemma is a simple illustration of the fact that the role 
played by refinements in the classical definitions of the Riemann-Stieltjes 
integral is taken over by subpartitions in the present definition of the 
Riemann-Stieltjes integral. 
LEMMA 1. Let u be a premeasure on IF’, and let f be a bounded real 
function on the elementary set A c Ii?‘. Let P and Q be finite partitions of A 
into nonempty elementary sets. If P is a subpartition of Q, then for the upper 
and lower Riemann-Stieltjes sums we have 
Proof The (simple) proof is omitted. a 
Let A = n;= 1 A, be an interval in OX”, and let P be a partition of A. P 
will be called a product partition of A if there exist partitions Pi of Ai such 
that SE P if and only if S= I’J;=, Si for certain sets S, E Pi, and in this case 
we shall write P = fly=, P,. 
LEMMA 2. Let Q be a finite partition of the bounded interval 
A = l-I;= 1 Ai c [w” into nonempty elementary sets. Then there exists a finite 
product partition P = nj’= 1 Pi of A into nonempty intervals, such that P is a 
subpartition of Q. 
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Pro@ It may be assumed that Q contains only intervals: 
Q = {B, ,..., B,} B,= ii B,, Vj= l,...,q, 
where the sets B,, are subintervals of Ai. Fix i, and associate with every 
xi E A, the interval T.y,, defined as the intersection of all sets Bji that contain 
x;: 
It is clear that for every X~E Ai, T,, = njEJ Bji for a certain (nonempty) set 
Jc {l,..., q}. Since there exists only a finite number of these sets J, there is 
a finite number of points xi, ,..., x, E Ai such that TX!, u .. . u TX,, = A,. 
From this, it is easy to find a finite number of pairwise disjoint elementary 
sets C, whose union is Ai: put C, = TX,, and given C, ,..., C,- , for 
1 < p 6 Y, define C, = TXlp - (C, u . . u C, ~ i). Replacing each nonempty 
elementary set C, by a finite number of pairwise disjoint nonempty sub- 
intervals of C, whose union is C,, we obtain a finite partition of Ai into 
nonempty intervals. Denote this partition by P, = { Pik}, and observe that 
each P, is a subset of a set TX, for some xi E A,. 
The finite product partition P = fly=, Pi is a subpartition of Q. To prove 
this, choose SE P arbitrarily. Then there is an XE A such that 
S c l-I;= i T,. Moreover, for all i, T., c B,, for all j such that xi E Bji, by the 
definition of T,,. Choosing that j for which x E B,, it follows that SC B,. 
Hence P is a subpartition of Q. By the construction of P, all elements of P 
are nonempty intervals in Iw”. 1 
Combining Lemmas 1 and 2, it follows that for every finite partition Q of 
a bounded interval A c iw” into nonempty elementary sets, there is a finite 
product partition P of A into nonempty intervals, such that for every boun- 
ded real functionfon A, U(P,f, p)< U(Q,f, p) and L(P,f, p)>L(Q,f, ,u). 
Hence, in the calculation of upper and lower Riemann-Stieltjes integrals 
over A, it is sufficient o take inf U(P,f, p) and sup L(P,f, p) over all finite 
product partitions P of A into nonempty intervals, instead of over all finite 
partitions P of A into nonempty elementary sets. This consequence of Lem- 
mas 1 and 2 will be used in the proof of Theorem 5. 
Proof of Theorem 5. We shall prove Theorem 5 in a way that is similar 
to a well-known way of proving Fubini’s theorem for Riemann integrals 
(see, e.g., Spivak [S, p. 591). 
It will be convenient to define functions U, and L, on A, by 
u,b,) = s,, L, da, and L/(x,) = j” .A, du, (XI E ‘4 I). 
-A, 
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Let P= nr= i Pi be a finite product partition of the bounded interval 
A c Iw” into nonempty intervals. With P, and with the index set ZE.$, the 
product partitions P,= ni,, Pi of A, and P, = niEl’ Pi of A,, will be 
associated. Write P, = {Bj,) and P, = {C,,,), so that SE P if and only if S 
equals a reordered product B,, x Ckl’ for some j and k. Denoting the 
premeasure induced by CI by p, and using (18) it follows for the partition P 
that the lower Riemann-Stieltjes sum of the bounded function f on A 
equals 
J.k 
where mjk = inf(f(x)\ x E B, x Ck,,}. For x, E B, arbitrary, we have 
c mlk.h(Ckl’) 6 1 
k k 
6 _A s f .L,dar = LAX,). 
Hence 
and therefore 
It follows that 
where the last inequalities can be proved in a similar way as the first. 
Byf~&?(c~) on A, and by the remark following Lemma 2, it follows that 
J,fda=inf U(P,S, p)= sup L(P,f, p), where the inf and the sup are taken 
over all finite product partitions P of A into nonempty intervals. Hence the 
second and third inequalities in (41) are in fact equalities, so that the 
functions U, and L, are Riemann-Stieltjes integrable with respect o aI on 
A,. It follows that SAfda = JAI U, da, = JAI L, da,, and this is precisely what 
Theorem 5 asserts. fl 
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Suppose, as an example, that in Theorem 5 the function ,f is continuous. 
Then it can easily be deduced from Theorem 5 that the Riemann-Stieltjes 
integral jA f da equals the n-fold iterated Riemann-Stieltjes integral . 
for any permutation (ii ,..., i,) of (l,..., n). Since the integrands are con- 
tinuous, the existence of the Riemann-Stieltjes integrals involved follows, 
for example, from Theorem 2 or 4 above. If, in addition, the interval A is 
compact, then the existence of these integrals can also be proved directly, 
using a classical uniform continuity argument. 
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